Turkey: looming challenges
Market commentary | July 2019
Lira depreciation will continue over the longer term
Lira exchange rates have stabilised in recent weeks, reflecting the decline in year-on-year Turkish inflation rates and
indications of looser US Federal Reserve monetary policy in the near future. We believe the respite for the lira will not last for
long. The decline in Turkish inflation is largely due to base effects. Month-on-month CPI inflation has remained high for most
of this year, pointing to an annual inflation rate of around 15%. Consequently, if month-on-month inflation does not decline,
we expect Turkish year-on-year inflation rates to rise later this year, once the base effects fade.
The removal of Turkish Central Bank (CBRT) governor Murat Cetinkaya also complicates the outlook for the lira. His
removal from office will lead to questions about the CBRT’s independence, but in reality few analysts believe that CBRT
enjoys even a small degree of independence from the Turkish government. Cetinkaya’s removal will result in CBRT rate cuts
over the coming months, which will lead to a decline in Turkish real interest rates. This pro-cyclical policy mix may result in
improved growth metrics but this will come at a cost; higher inflation and a widening in the Turkish current account deficit.
Fundamentally speaking, the combination of high inflation, high inflation expectations, a constantly weakening currency and
a widening current account deficit can only be realigned with high real interest rates.
As a result of this paradigm, we expect the lira to depreciate later in the year. The question is by how much? In a benign
scenario, USD/TRY can move to levels of around 6.20 / 6.50. However, the depreciation could be much greater, with
USD/TRY easily moving to levels above 7.00. The problem for the lira is that such moves tend to be aggressive and brutal,
despite the punitive cost of carry; current CBRL rates are 24%, although they are likely to decline over the coming months.
Chart 1: Longer-term TRY depreciation
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Weaker lira set to put pressure on bank capital
We are particularly concerned about the negative impact of TRY depreciation on Turkish banks’ capital ratios. Our base
case includes a USD/TRY exchange rate of around 6.5 in 2H19 on average. Assuming sudden TRY depreciation combined
with NPLs increasing to around 10% (based on 50% of stage 2 loans turning into NPLs), that would mean top tier Turkish
banks requiring fresh capital injections totalling around US$4bn. However, assuming a more severe TRY depreciation to 7.5
against the US$ this year, combined with the NPL ratio increasing to around 10%, this would imply a capital shortfall of
US$6bn for top tier banks.
However, the government typically has a number of levers to pull before the situation deteriorates significantly:
1) Last year, the government allowed the banks to use the old exchange rates for capital calculations, which may happen
again this year.
2) The new Central bank governor is also in discussions about introducing potential measures to encourage privately owned
banks to resume lending, which in turn could mask NPL ratios. One such measure could be to impose penalties in the form
of higher reserve requirements on banks that have low lending rates. As we have seen in the latest financials, loan growth
declined significantly in 2Q19: the state-owned bank loan book grew by only 2% in 2Q19, whereas that of privately owned
banks contracted by 2%. Hence, overall loan growth across the banking sector was 0% in 2Q19.
3) Additionally, the government may choose to provide support measures as it has in the past, and in April 2019 the
government provided a EUR3.4 bn support package to state-owned banks.
Table 1: Base case: USDTRY 6.5
1Q19 Consolidated financials (millions)

AKBNK

GARAN

YKBNK

ISCTR

HALKB

VAKBN

Total

Adjusted T1 capital

46,397

47,490

38,749

52,202

34,678

38,517

Total provision requirement

21,458

30,235

27,957

29,353

20,650

23,316

11,079

12,678

12,420

13,905

10,440

9,558

4.9%

4.5%

4.8%

4.4%

3.6%

3.6%

8,641

9,889

9,688

10,846

8,143

7,455

T1 capital post asset quality shock

37,756

37,601

29,062

41,356

26,534

31,062

T1 ratio post asset quality shock

11.3%

10.5%

9.1%

9.4%

8.8%

11.0%

T1 ratio post asset quality AND currency shock

10.4%

9.8%

8.5%

8.7%

8.4%

10.4%

Excess/(shortfall)

-0.6%

-1.4%

-2.1%

-1.8%

-1.7%

0.4%

(Shortfall) - TRY

-2,116

-5,282

-7,135

-8,536

-5,304

0

-28,373

-326

-813

-1,098

-1,313

-816

0

-4,365

Asset quality and currency shock (no PPP included)

Incremental provisioning need
% of gross loans
Hit on capital

(Shortfall) - USD
Sources: UBP, Banks’ financial statements

Table 2: Stress case: USDTRY 7.5
1Q19 Consolidated financials (millions)

AKBNK

GARAN

YKBNK

ISCTR

HALKB

VAKBN

Adjusted T1 capital

46,397

47,490

38,749

52,202

34,678

38,517

Total provision requirement

21,458

30,235

27,957

29,353

20,650

23,316

Incremental provisioning need

11,079

12,678

12,420

13,905

10,440

9,558

Total

Asset quality and currency shock (no PPP included)

% of gross loans

4.9%

4.5%

4.8%

4.4%

3.6%

3.6%

8,641

9,889

9,688

10,846

8,143

7,455

T1 capital post asset quality shock

37,756

37,601

29,062

41,356

26,534

31,062

T1 ratio post asset quality shock

11.3%

10.5%

9.1%

9.4%

8.8%

11.0%

Hit on capital

T1 ratio post asset quality AND currency shock

9.6%

9.0%

7.9%

8.1%

8.0%

9.8%

Excess/(shortfall)

-1.4%

-2.1%

-2.7%

-2.4%

-2.1%

-0.3%

(Shortfall) – TRY

-5,454

-8,756

-9,946

-12,475

-7,051

-727

-1,167

-1,326

-1,663

-940

(Shortfall) – USD

-816 -44,498
-109

-5,933

Sources: UBP, banks’ financial statements
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Blue chip exporters could be a safer option
We remain concerned about Turkish banks and consider blue chip Turkish corporates to be a safer option, primarily those
that have a large portion of their revenues denominated in hard currency. Blue chips successfully took advantage of the
market window in 1Q19 and refinanced short- to medium-term debt, effectively creating liquidity buffers for this year.
Exporters have a natural hedge given the high proportion of their revenues generated in hard currency, which makes them
more immune to local currency depreciation. For example, Koç Holding generates 50% of its revenues in hard currency, and
no more than 50% of its costs are in hard currency. It also holds cash, which is primarily denominated in hard currency.
Regarding the broader situation for Turkish corporates across the credit quality spectrum, roll-over rates are our main
concern. Recent data indicates that roll-over rates declined to 58% in May 2019 for privately owned banks and stood at
around 70% for corporates, including banks. Whist a temporarily low roll-over rate may be manageable for privately owned
banks given their high hard currency liquidity buffers, it is not the case for Turkish corporates more broadly. Further
deterioration in roll-over rates could become a problem. Short-term external corporate debt attributable to Turkish corporates
were as high as US$72 bn, in addition to US$67 bn related to financial institutions. The majority of this short-term debt was
in hard currency.
Chart 3: Private banks' roll-over ratio (%)
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How should investors be positioned ahead of potential rate cuts this week?
Assuming the CBRT cuts rates in line with consensus expectations, by around 225 bp (bringing the base rate to 21.75%),
we anticipate that TRY may rally modestly. However, this will depend on the CBRT’s comments, and specifically whether
future rate cuts are front loaded or back loaded. If it is the former, then the TRY rally will not last long. We believe investors
should not jump into aggressive TRY long positions because of the risk of higher CPI inflation later this year. Consequently,
we would pursue a strategy of buying on the dips at levels of around 5.45.
With respect to credit, we expect Turkish banks to experience further weakness in relation to asset quality as well as
pressure on capital. CET1 capital is primarily denominated in local currency, whereas risk-weighted assets are
predominantly in hard currency, thereby making Turkish banks vulnerable to sizeable currency swings. We believe that blue
chip corporates with large revenues in denominated in hard currency are in a better shape to weather the storm.

Peter Kinsella, Global Head of Forex Strategy, Union Bancaire Privée (UBP)
Ksenia Mishankina, Senior Credit Research Analyst, Union Bancaire Privée (UBP)
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Disclaimer
This document is a marketing communication containing GENERAL INFORMATION on the financial services and/or financial instruments, and reflecting the sole opinion of Union
Bancaire Privée, UBP SA and/or any entity of the UBP Group (hereinafter “UBP”) as of the date of issue. It may contain generic recommendations but should not be deemed an
offer nor an invitation to buy, subscribe to, or sell any currency, product, or financial instrument, make any investment, or participate in any particular trading strategy in any
jurisdiction where such an offer or invitation would not be authorised, or to any person to whom it would be unlawful to make such an offer or invitation. This document is meant only
to provide a broad overview for discussion purposes, in order to determine clients’ interest. It does not replace a prospectus or any other legal document relating to any specific
financial instrument, which may be obtained upon request free of charge from UBP or from the registered office of the fund or financial instrument concerned, where applicable.
In this document UBP makes no representation as to the suitability or appropriateness, for any particular client, if no solicitation or recommendation has been made on the financial
instruments or services described. Clients who wish to obtain more information about any specific financial instruments can request it from UBP and/or their Relationship Manager.
Where an investment is considered, the information on the risks linked to each financial instrument shall be provided in good time by separate means before the investment decision
is taken. In any case, each client must make his/her own independent decisions regarding any securities or financial instruments mentioned herein and regarding the merits of any
investment. Before entering into any transaction, clients are invited to carefully read the risk warnings and the regulations set out in the prospectus or other legal documents and are
urged to seek professional advice from their financial, legal, accounting and tax advisors before investing in any financial instrument.
This generic information is therefore not independent from the proprietary interests of UBP or connected parties, which may conflict with the client’s interests. UBP has policies
governing cases of conflicts of interest.
The investments mentioned herein may be subject to risks that are difficult to quantify and to integrate into the valuation of investments. Generally speaking, products with a high
degree of risk, such as derivatives, structured products or alternative/non-traditional investments (such as hedge funds, private equity, real estate funds, etc.) are suitable only for
clients who are capable of understanding and assuming the risks involved. The value of any capital investment may be at risk and some or all of the original capital may be lost. The
investments are exposed to currency fluctuations and may increase or decrease in value. Fluctuations in exchange rates may cause increases or decreases in the client’s returns
and/or in the value of the portfolio. The client may be exposed to currency risks if a financial instrument or the underlying investment of a financial instrument is denominated in a
currency different from the reference currency of the client’s portfolio or from the currency of his/her country of residence. For more information on risks, the brochure called
“Characteristics and risks of certain financial operations” should be consulted.
The information contained in this document is the result neither of financial analysis within the meaning of the Swiss Banking Association's “Directives on the Independence of
Financial Research” nor of independent investment research as per the EU's regulation on MiFID provisions. In principle, EU regulation does not govern relationships entered into
with UBP entities located outside the EU, including but not limited to Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA in Switzerland, which is subject to Swiss law and Swiss regulation, in Hong
Kong, and in Singapore, and the subsidiary in Dubai.
Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the content of this document is based on objective information and data obtained from reliable sources. However, UBP cannot
guarantee that the information the Bank has gathered in good faith is accurate and complete. Circumstances may change and affect the data collected and the opinions expressed
at the time of publication. Therefore information contained herein is subject to change at any time without prior notice. UBP makes no representations, provides no warranty and
gives no undertaking, express or implied, regarding any of the information, projections or opinions contained herein nor does it accept any liability whatsoever for any errors,
omissions or misstatements in the document. UBP does not undertake to update this document or to correct any inaccuracies which may have become apparent after its
publication.
This document may refer to the past performance of financial instruments. Past performance is not a guide to current or future results. The value of financial instruments can fall as
well as rise. All statements in this document, other than statements of past performance and historical fact, are “forward-looking statements”. Forward-looking statements do not
guarantee future performances. The financial projections included in this document do not represent forecasts or budgets, but are purely illustrative examples based on a series of
current expectations and assumptions which may not happen as forecast. The actual performance, results, market value and prospects of a financial instrument may differ materially
from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements in this document. The projected or targeted returns are inherently subject to significant economic, market and
other uncertainties that may adversely affect performance. UBP also disclaims any obligation to update forward-looking statements, as a result of new information, future events or
otherwise.
Any performance data included in this document does not take into account fees, commissions, expenses charged on issuance and redemption of securities, or any other costs, nor
any taxes that may be levied. The tax treatment of any investment depends on the client’s individual circumstances and may be subject to change in the future. This document does
not contain any tax advice issued by UBP and does not necessarily reflect the client’s individual circumstances.
This document is confidential and is intended to be used only by the person to whom it was delivered. This document may not be reproduced, either in whole or in part. UBP
specifically prohibits the redistribution of this document, in whole or in part, without its written permission and accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this
respect. This document is not intended for distribution in the US and/or to US Persons or in jurisdictions where its distribution by UBP would be restricted.
This document has not been reviewed by any regulator, and you are advised to exercise caution when reading this document.
UBP is authorised and regulated in Switzerland by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (“FINMA”).
UK: UBP is authorised in the United Kingdom by the Prudential Regulation Authority, and is subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the
Prudential Regulation Authority (FCA).
Dubai: This marketing material has been communicated by Union Bancaire Privée (Middle East) Limited, a company regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (“DFSA”).
It is intended for professional clients and/or market counterparties only and no other person should act upon it. The financial products or services to which this material relates will
only be made available to a client who meets the professional client and/or market counterparty requirements. This information is provided for information purposes only. It is not to
be construed as an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation for an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments, or to participate in any particular trading strategy in any jurisdiction.
Singapore: UBP is a bank regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), is an exempt financial adviser under the Financial Advisers Act (Cap. 110 of Singapore) to
provide certain financial advisory services, and is exempt under section 99(1) of the Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289 of Singapore) to conduct certain regulated activities. This
document has not been registered as a prospectus with the MAS. Accordingly, this document and any other document or material in connection with generic recommendations may
not be circulated or distributed, whether directly or indirectly, to persons in Singapore other than (i) to institutional investors under Section 274 of the Securities and Futures Act (Cap.
289) of Singapore ("SFA"), (ii) to relevant persons pursuant to Section 275(1), or any person pursuant to Section 275(1A) of the SFA, and in accordance with the conditions specified
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reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
Luxembourg: UBP is registered by the Luxembourg supervisory authority the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF).
Italy: Union Bancaire Privée (Europe) S.A., Succursale di Milano, operates in Italy in accordance with the European passport – held by its parent company, Union Bancaire Privée
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Hong Kong: UBP Hong Kong is a licensed bank regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) and a registered institution regulated by the Securities and Futures
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Subject to the Bank’s suitability assessment obligations under the General Conditions where they apply to relationships with the Bank’s Hong Kong Branch, (i) the Bank does not
accept any liability for any loss or damage resulting from their use, and (ii) the opinions herein do not otherwise take into account individual Clients’ circumstances, objectives, or
needs and the Bank has otherwise taken no measure to ensure appropriateness and/or suitability of investments in the securities covered by this commentary to any particular
investor or category of investor.
UBP may maintain and/or seek to develop business relations with companies that may be covered in its analyses and commentaries. Clients should be aware that the persons
involved in the production of this document may be subject to potential conflicts of interests in relation to the subject matter. Analysts are required to observe conflict of interest
policies maintained by the Bank which aim at identifying, managing and reducing these potential conflicts of interest so that they do not cause a material risk of damage to Clients’
interests. In addition to the disclosures in the General Conditions, the Client understands that the Bank’s Clients may have a material interest in respect of the companies issuing
the securities subject to the commentary in this document. In particular, the Bank may recommend the purchase or sale of investments which may be issued by companies whose
majority shareholder maintains banking relationships with the Bank or is a member of the UBP Group and / or their affiliates or in which officers of the Bank or such other body
corporates may serve as directors or act as principal. The Bank shall take reasonable steps to ensure the Client receives fair treatment in the event that the Bank’s client is identified
to have any such material interest or in the event of any such actual or potential conflict arising. The Bank has a compliance framework to assist with the management of actual or
potential conflict with its duty to the Client with regards to the issuing of the commentaries.
The remuneration of UBP’s analysts is not directly linked to the opinions issued in the analyses and commentaries of the Bank. In some instances however, the Bank may decide it
is appropriate to issue commentaries on securities or instruments that are issued by or linked to instruments issued by the Bank or its associated entities. In these cases, the Bank
will have concluded that such commentaries are nonetheless of value to the Client. These commentaries are intended for Clients who are investors and in some cases are provided
to Clients in line with the Bank’s suitability assessment in the context of making a solicitation or recommendation in the Clients’ dealing in securities. Clients should consider such
commentaries as one of many elements guiding their investment decisions. The individuals producing the commentary may be involved in the process of constructing or deciding
upon the products to be issued and/or managing those products, insofar as they are managed products. The individuals do not operate on the other side of any information barriers.
They may have a reporting line to the investment products and services distribution function.
All communications with UBP (including telephone conversations) may be recorded.
This publication is distributed in Hong Kong by Union Bancaire Privée, UBP SA, Hong Kong Branch. Queries concerning this publication from readers in Hong Kong should be
directed to our Hong Kong licensed and/or registered representatives.
©UBP SA 2019. All rights reserved.

Risks Disclosures for Structured Products
This Product is not a protected deposit and is not protected by the Deposit Protection Scheme in Hong Kong or the Deposit Insurance Scheme in Singapore.
Investments in the notes / certificates / warrants shall not be treated as the same as investments in the underlying and you are fully exposed to the default risk of the issuer.
Investments in the notes / certificates / warrants involve significant risks which should be carefully evaluated before making an investment. Such risks include, but not limited to,
Investment Risks, Market Risks, Credit Risks, Foreign Exchange Risks, Hedging Risks, Re-investment Risks, Secondary Market Trading / Liquidity Risks, Event Risks, Risks of
early redemption by Issuer at amount less than the amount initially invested, Risks of notes being redeemed by physical delivery of the Shares, Possible conflicts of interest risk, etc.
The notes / certificates / warrants will not be traded on any regulated markets or listed on any exchange. You should be prepared to hold the notes / certificates / warrants until the
maturity date as you may not be able to liquidate some or all of the notes / certificates / warrants as and when required or at an amount equal to or more than the amount initially
invested. There can be no assurance that a secondary market for the notes / certificates / warrants will be developed, and there can be no assurance that you will be able to obtain a
firm bid price for the notes / certificates / warrants for an amount at which you wish to sell.
This is a structured product which involves derivatives. Do not invest in it unless you fully understand and are willing to assume the risks associated with it. If you are in any doubt
please seek your own independent professional advice.
You should always refer to the term sheet, offering circular and/or other related product documentation issued and/or provided by the issuer (“Documents”) for further details. In case
of discrepancies, the Documents should prevail. Where there is a Chinese version of this document, the English version prevails.
UBP SA will be acting as principal in this transaction.
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